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DAY 1
8:00 - Laboratory Hands on Exercises

Lunch 11:30-12:30

12:30 - Lecture

BREAK 2:00-2:30

4:00 - Finish and Reception

DAY 2
7:30 - Lecture

BREAK 9:00-9:30

9:30 - Lecture

LUNCH - 11:00-12:00pm

12:00 - Laboratory Hands on Exercises 

3:30 - Course Wrap-up

Anterior Esthetics with CEREC



CEREC LEVEL IV - LABORATORY 
EXERCISES

Tooth # Prep Model Mill Notes

#8/#9 Biogeneric Copy No Typodont Celtra DUO Mill Both

#8/#9 Contouring Exercise No Typodonts No Contour Both

Biogeneric/Biojaw Design
Tooth 8-9

No Design Exercise
Level 4 Cases

No Time 
Permitting

Day 1

Day 2
Tooth # Prep Model Mill Notes

Stain and Glazing Exercise
Final Finish Exercise No Typodont Demo for Anterior Case

DentsplySirona 
Universal Stain and 

Glaze Kit

Anterior Case
Tooth #7-#10 Yes Model    Celtra DUO Glaze 



***Please note the following:

• Minimal Radial, Minimal Thickness Occlusal, and Margin Thickness are determined by 

         the material and only can be altered in the Local Parameters after proposal

• Occlusal Offset is located in the Manufacture stage, NOT Parameters

• Always leave set at -175 microns 

• Software will remember settings 

• Only affects materials which are “grinded” 

CEREC SW 5.2 Parameters-Crown



CEREC SW 5.2 Parameters- Veneer

***Please note the following:

• Minimal Radial, Minimal Thickness Occlusal, and Margin Thickness are determined by 

         the material and only can be altered in the Local Parameters after proposal

• Occlusal Offset is located in the Manufacture stage, NOT Parameters

• Always leave set at -175 microns 

• Software will remember settings 

• Only affects materials which are “grinded” 

• Keep Veneer Parameters at Factory Settings.  No changes necessary

• If you adjust Margin Thickness in Local Parameters to support thin margins, do so before 
working on design as it will trigger a “re-proposal”



Software Shortcuts

Hold down the ALT 
button to see a list of all 

available shortcuts



1. Start CEREC SW on your desktop 

2. Create new patient by clicking “Add New Patient”.

3. Enter Last Name, First Name, Date of Birth will “Default” to today’s date, then click “Add New 
Case”. 

4. On left side of screen in “Indications”, Single Restoration and Auto-Detect will be defaulted.  
Choose Biogeneric Copy in Design Mode and DentsplySirona Celtra DUO as your Material.  
Finally, select tooth #8 and #9 on the model.

5. Verify selections in Case Details on the right side (Also where you will edit if necessary)

ANTERIOR CROWNS - Biogeneric Copy - #8 & #9 

6. Image the Preop model in the Biocopy 
Upper catalog.  Make sure you fill in all the 
data on #8 and #9.  Then image the Prep 
Model in the Upper Jaw catalog. Do NOT 
use the “Cut Tool” unless absolutely 
necessary



8. In the Dock Bar, select the tooth you are 
working on and follow the steps in the Step menu.  
Define Margin, check Insertion Axis, and draw the 
Copy Line.

***Make sure you see NO yellow with insertion 
axis on the facial surface!!!

.

9. Initial proposals should be 
an exact copy of your 
preoperative situation.  They 
should be totally symmetric.  
If this is not the case, the first 
step prior to continuing is to 
use your tools to make the 
proposals symmetric.  The 
better the “Biocopy”, the 
better the proposal.  It should 
be symmetric!

Note: Finish all steps for 
both teeth before moving on to 
the Design Phase to have both 
propose together.

ANTERIOR CROWNS - Biogeneric Copy - #8 & #9 

7. Set Model Axis.  The key is the upper left 
window.  Make sure you have the midline 
perpendicular to the incisal edges.  On the 
lower left, make sure the inclination is ideal 
(not too retroclined or proclined). Make 
sure you hit “OK” at the bottom



ANTERIOR CROWNS - Biogeneric Copy - #8 & #9 

10. If your proposal has a lot of Minimal 
Thickness problems, make sure you check 
your local parameters.  They are likely set 
for posterior minimal thickness for 
Empress Multi

11. Change your Minimal Thickness 
Occlusal and Minimal Thickness Radial to 
500 and 500.  Make sure you select “Apply 
for similar restoration elements” at the 
bottom!

*** Remember, Minimal Thickness is selected based on the Material and not available to change in the 
Global Parameters.  There is one setting and it doesn’t distinguish between Anterior and Posterior teeth.  
For Anteriors, you generally are going to have to change it in the “Local Parameters” on every case.



ANTERIOR CROWNS - Biogeneric Copy - #8 & #9 

12. Once symmetry is achieved on initial 
proposal, Link the teeth together by 
selecting Link Options and Group.  That will 
turn one tooth transparent.  If you have a 
Keyboard, you can link together with a 
“shortcut” of hitting the Control Key and 
clicking on the transparent tooth

13. Step 1 after linking is to use the          
2-Directional Circular Shape to remove 
minimal thickness problems and correctly 
form the facial height of contour

14. Step 2 is to close the midline “black 
triangle with the 2-Directional Circular 
Shape from the LINGUAL.  This will 
maintain correct shape on the facial surface.  
Do not attempt to do this from the facial!



ANTERIOR CROWNS - Biogeneric Copy - #8 & #9 

15. Ideally with correct preparation, you 
will not have any minimal thickness areas.  
Since these typodonts are underprepared, 
you may have to turn Minimal Thickness on 
in Display Objects and use Circular 2-
directional shape to eliminate the minimal 
thickness problems

16. Step 4 is to select Incisal Variation to 
help define anatomy.  You can layer on 
different variations by selecting “Apply” 
after the first and then adding another.  
Variation #3 is a good place to start for 
lobing and developmental depressions…
followed by Variation #5 for horizontal 
growth lines.

17. Step 5 is to adjust the midline contact 
symmetrically.  To do this, follow the 
following protocol:

1. Unlink the teeth 

2. Activate Form Tool “Smooth”

3. Select Apply Symmetric

4. Turn off Upper Jaw

5. Turn off Minimal Thickness

6. Make Restoration 60% transparent

7. Use Smooth Tool in the intaglio to 
symmetrically adjust contact

18. Here is what the midline contact 
should look like after adjustment with the 
smooth tool.  Just a tiny amount of green to 
allow for some post mill finishing and 
polishing.



ANTERIOR CROWNS - Biogeneric Copy - #8 & #9 

https://www.cdocs.com/digital-learning/view/course/level-4-8-9-biocopy-
exercises

19. Step 6 is to turn off the “Linking” by 
unselecting “Apply Symmetric”, turn the 
model full opaque, and turning on the 
Upper Jaw

20. After the restorations are “unlinked”, 
adjust the distal contacts of 8 and 9 as 
normal with the Form Smooth tool.

21. Final designs.  Please note that there 
may be small irregularities in the “virtual” 
porcelain.  Do not be tempted to “tweek” 
those areas… you very likely will make it 
worse.  You can very easily fix those areas 
post mill with the contouring and finishing 
exercises.

22. Move both restorations to the mill 
preview and move the restoration within 
the 14 block as needed for desired 
translucency and chroma.

To review this exercise, please go to this video:



Tooth #8/#9 Celtra Duo

***Extensive live demo will be done for this exercise***
1. 1. Following example giving, draw red pencil lines to outline the locations of your facial line angles 

and the facial aspect of your contact point. (Figures 1 and 2)

1. -Accentuate line angles by grinding with diamond (under 10K rpm’s within those lines)

2. -Create lobing and anatomy into cervical bulge area (pushing motion with diamond)

3. -Create slightly irregular incisal edge (use medium diamond disks and rubber wheels)

4. -Create reflective/deflective zones as necessary (diamonds and rubber wheels)

2. 2. Add glaze to entire restoration.

3. 3.  Add blue stain to lingual of incisal edge.

4. 4.  Add slight white stain to incisal edge to create “halo effect”.

5. 5. Add A1 Chroma shade to cervical. Start interproximally and blend to facial. 

6. 6. Fire in oven.

7. 7. Final polish of glazed crown.

Full Contour Texturize, Contour, Stain and Glaze 

Figure 1 Figure 2



1. Open up folder “Level 4 Cases”

2. Drag case “Level 4 Exercise 2 tooth 8 and 9 biogeneric.rst” on to the CEREC SW Icon

3. On left side of screen in “Indications”, Single Restoration and Auto-Detect will be defaulted.  
Choose Biogeneric Individual in Design Mode and IPS e.max CAD as your Material.  Finally, select 
tooth 8-9 on the model. Note: If IPS e.max CAD is not one of your favorite 
materials, you can configure that in Configuration Menu (optional)

4. Verify selections in Case Details on the right side (Also where you will edit if necessary)

5. In Acquisition, we took a 
pre-op Biocopy image (even 
though we are doing 
Biogeneric Individual) to help 
guide us on positioning the 
proposals where we want. 

Biogeneric/BioJaw Design #8-9 Exercise 



6. Set the Model Axis as described in 
lecture.  Biocopy will be on left side and set 
the upper left window so that the midline 
is perpendicular to the incisal edge and the 
incisor inclination is proper in the lower 
left window.

7. Draw your margins on 8 and 9. Then 
proceed forward to get your initial 
proposals. In the CEREC SW 5.1, it is not 
required to adjust your Insertion Axis

8. Your initial proposal will not be 
wonderful.  Do not attempt any editing. 
You have the options to select 
“Morphology” to select another catalog 
of teeth, and the “Positioning” tool to go 
ahead and better position the proposals.

***Remember to change the Minimal 
Thickness settings and apply to all 
restorations!

Biogeneric/BioJaw Design #8-9 Exercise 



9. Morphology/Positioning: will 
Default to Morphology on step menu and 
Biogeneric on the tool Menu.  Sometimes 
this is correct.  For this exercise, play 
around with different Tooth Shapes and see 
what you like the best.  In this exercise, I 
would recommend choosing Ovoid.

10. Ovoid gives a much better shape than 
Biogeneric and closes many of the spaces.  
At this point, hit Positioning in the step 
menu and start to position the teeth. If you 
want to do them individually, make sure you 
“reset” the grouping

Biogeneric/BioJaw Design #8-9 Exercise 



11. Once you have selected the 
morphology, you can turn on the Upper 
Biocopy that was imaged for you and use 
the preoperative condition as a guide as to 
where to place the teeth.

12. You can see here where the tooth 
position has been adjusted to mimic the 
length of the preoperative condition

13. Position/Rotate and scale 8-9 to line them up appropriately using the Biocopy Pre-op position as a guide

Biogeneric/BioJaw Design #8-9 Exercise 



Biogeneric/BioJaw Design #8-9 Exercise 

14. Final Positioning Design from the 
Facial and Incisal.  Before you hit the 
arrow forward back to the design phase, 
it’s IMPERATIVE that you UNCHECK 
“Constrained Adoption”.  If you do not, 
you will end up with the same proposal.  
Make sure you uncheck this for BOTH 
restorations.  Then click on Edit 
Restoration at the bottom menu to 
return to your tools

15. Here is your initial proposal.  Because 
it has to adapt to the margins, it’s a little 
distorted.  However, you can manage this 
with the tools you learned in the morning 
session with 8 and 9.  Start with 8 and 9 
linking them together and fix the width.  
There will be a demo on this in the Lab 
Lecture.

https://www.cdocs.com/digital-learning/view/category/4-4-design-phase/course/
4-4-bio-jaw-multiple-anterior-restorations-part-1-2
https://www.cdocs.com/digital-learning/view/category/4-4-design-phase/course/
4-4-bio-jaw-multiple-anterior-restorations-part-2

16. Final Design 8-9 with Biogeneric 
Individual with BioJaw.  It takes some 
practice to perfect, but once you get 
the hang of it, you have a nice 
alternative to virtually wax up the 
teeth.

To review this exercise, please go to theses videos:



Step 1: Scan Preop as your Biocopy Waxup
1. 1. Start CEREC SW.

2. 2. Create new patient by clicking “Add New Patient”. 

3. 3. Enter last name, first name, D.O.B. defaults to today’s date, then click “Add New Case”. 

4. 4. Select tooth # 7, 8, 9, 10 (Use Auto-Detect feature for Restoration Type)

5. 5. Choose Design Type: Biogeneric Copy. 

6. 6. Choose Material (Celtra DUO). 

Anterior Case #7-10 

1. 7. Proceed to Image Acquisition. 

2. 8. Capture Optical Impressions in the 
BioCopy Upper folder of the pre-operative 
condition. Be sure to capture 
adequate roll shots as needed 
without incorporating bad data. 
This is very important when doing 
BioCopy!



9. Don’t eliminate any extra data by using the 
Cut Tool.

10. Prep tooth #8 and #9 for full coverage 
crowns - For this exercises, prepping 
simply involves replacing the pre-op 
teeth with prepped teeth in your 
typodont
11. Prepare #7 and 10 using the prep design 
techniques you learned in lecture.  This is your 
chance to practice a veneer prep or the cingulum 
sparing technique

12. Allow software to stitch models together. (at least for 20 seconds…10 seconds after 
first green check). This is a good place to check reduction of the prep.

13. Once auto-stitching is complete, proceed to Model step. Adjust the Model Axis so that 
it is correct. You will use the Biocopy model on the left to obtain proper alignment. If you 
make any changes, make sure you select “ok” at the bottom

Anterior Case #7-10 

14. Proceed to draw your margins and copy lines on all 4 teeth.  Make sure not to 
inadvertently draw the lines on the wrong tooth. 

15. Use the same design techniques you learned for 8 and 9 yesterday and design all 4 teeth.  
This is a good opportunity to modify anything you didn’t like on Day 1.  

16. Manufacture all 4 restorations and contour/polish them.  You can also stain/glaze. 


